
SECURE YOUR CLOUD FROM ADVANCED 
THREATS AND EXPLOITS
Cloud infrastructure and platforms play an important role in accelerating the 

digital transformation of a company's business processes and user experiences. 

Securing the workloads that enable those processes and experiences is equally 

important and is the joint responsibility of both the cloud service provider and the 

business that is consuming the cloud resources. 

Adversaries are looking to take advantage of those that lack the awareness 

of their responsibility and are seeking to exploit any ineffective cloud security 

settings and take advantage of common misconfigurations like:

  Improper public access configured and exposed access keys

  Excessive account permissions and ineffective identity architecture

  Disabled logging, missing alerts and inadequate network segmentation

  Public snapshots and images, and open databases and caches

CrowdStrike Cloud Security Services helps you prepare for advanced attacks 

on your cloud resources, respond to breaches in your cloud environment 

and enhance the security posture of your cloud infrastructure and platforms. 

These services bring deep cloud security expertise that comes from building 

and securing the cloud-native CrowdStrike Falcon® platform, combined with 

the extensive threat intelligence that CrowdStrike incident responders use to 

understand the latest tactics, techniques and tradecraft used by adversaries to 

exploit cloud environments.

Enhance the security posture of multi-cloud 
infrastructure and platforms
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KEY BENEFITS

Avoid cloud misconfigurations: 
Understand and remediate  
cloud security misconfigurations 
in Azure, AWS, GCP and O365 
that could be exploited  
by adversaries

Identify cloud attacks: 
Determine if there is current (or 
past) adversary activity within 
your cloud environment

Test cloud defenses:  
Conduct offensive and defensive 
tests of your cloud infrastructure 
and platforms

Stop cloud breaches:  
Stop targeted attacks and 
recover your cloud environment 
with speed and precision



KEY SERVICE FEATURES
As a leading provider of endpoint and cloud workload protection technology, CrowdStrike 

delivers a full range of cloud security services that leverage that technology to help you 

prepare for an advanced attack on your cloud, stop a breach in your cloud environment 

and enhance the security posture of your cloud infrastructure and platforms.

RESPOND TO A BREACH IN YOUR CLOUD ENVIRONMENT

  Incident response for cloud: Handle critical security incidents and conduct 

comprehensive forensic analysis to resolve immediate cyberattacks in your cloud 

environment.

PREPARE FOR AN ADVANCED ATTACK ON YOUR CLOUD RESOURCES

  Red team/blue team exercise for cloud: Prepare your cybersecurity team and learn 

from experts as CrowdStrike’s red team attacks and its blue team helps your team 

defend against a targeted attack on your cloud environment.

ENHANCE THE SECURITY POSTURE OF YOUR CLOUD PLATFORMS

  Cloud security assessment: Leveraging the Falcon Horizon platform and our 

observations from the front lines, gain actionable insights into ineffective cloud 

settings, cloud security misconfigurations and deviations from recommended cloud 

security architecture to help you prevent cloud breaches.

  Cloud compromise assessment: Identify any ongoing or past attacker activity in your 

cloud environment and remove any active threats from your network.

WEAPONIZE YOUR FALCON CLOUD SECURITY SOLUTIONS

  Falcon operational support for cloud security: Receive expert guidance and 

implementation support for the deployment, configuration and weaponization of your 

Falcon Cloud Security solutions, including: Falcon Cloud Workload Protection (CWP), 

Falcon Horizon, Falcon Discover for Cloud, and CrowdStrike Container Security.

ABOUT CROWDSTRIKE SERVICES
CrowdStrike Services delivers Incident Response, Technical Assessments, Training, and 

Advisory Services that help you prepare to defend against advanced threats, respond to 

widespread attacks, and enhance your cybersecurity practices and controls. 

We help our customers assess and enhance their cybersecurity posture, test their defenses 

against real-world attacks, respond to incidents, accelerate forensic investigations, and 

recover from a breach with speed and precision. Harnessing the power of our Security 

Cloud and the CrowdStrike Falcon® platform, we help you protect critical areas of enterprise 

risk and hunt for threats using adversary focused cyber threat intelligence to identify, track 

and prevent attacks from impacting your business and brand.

CrowdStrike: We stop breaches.

Learn more at www.crowdstrike.com/services/
Email: services@crowdstrike.com
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WHY CHOOSE 
CROWDSTRIKE?

CrowdStrike Security Cloud: 
CrowdStrike has built its business 
around our secure cloud-native 
Falcon platform. Cloud security 
is critical to our business as 
we run one of the largest scale 
cloud-native security platforms 
with more than 15PB of security 
telemetry data and ingesting over 
7 trillion security events per week. 

Deep cloud security expertise: 
CrowdStrike has more than a 
decade of experience securing 
the cloud-native Falcon 
platform. This platform enables 
the CrowdStrike mission of 
stopping breaches by ultimately 
securing the endpoints and cloud 
workloads for thousands of 
customers across the globe.

Comprehensive indicators 
of misconfiguration: The 
CrowdStrike Falcon Horizon™ 
module uses indicators of 
misconfiguration (IOMs) to detect 
ineffective cloud security settings 
and misconfigurations within 
dynamic cloud environments 
before they can be exploited by 
adversaries. 

Extensive Cloud Threat 
Intelligence: CrowdStrike 
incident responders use the 
extensive threat intelligence in 
the Falcon platform. This visibility 
provides us detailed knowledge 
of threat actors and the tactics, 
techniques and tradecraft they 
use to exploit cloud environments. 


